IPCSA Activities on Standards – May 2022

- **IMO**
  - Continuous work with the Electronic Group on Data Harmonisation on data standards
  - FAL 46 agreed to consider new elements including Port Call Optimisation
  - IMO Revised Single Window guidelines to be amended to include Port Call Optimisation
  - Approved new FAL output – “IMO Guidelines for PCS” – to be lead by Djibouti and Morocco
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• **International Chamber of Commerce Digital Standards Initiative**
  • IPCSA (Richard Morton) member of DSI Industry Advisory Board
  • Co-Chair of Trusted Technologies Pillar within DSI
  • Awaiting confirmation of appointment of IPCSA General Manager, Inga Morton to the DSI Legal Reform Board

• **Ukraine Crisis**
  • Supporting IPCSA members in Ukraine and bordering EU member states in relation to flow of goods. In cooperation with UNECE, EC, and IPCSA members
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- **UNCITRAL**
  - Applied for observer status at UNCITRAL to support on activities on “Model Law on Electronic Transferable Records” – awaiting for aml confirmation from Secretariat

- BIC Codes integrated into platform
- Pilot data exchanges China / Morocco / Belgium
- Could support Ukraine data Exchange between countries
- Incorporating UNLOCODES and ISPS as new APIs
- Note: the APIs are specific for the platform to allow exchange between multiple parties and are linked to structured contractual flows
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• PROTECT now fully integrated in IPCSA.
  • 2021 was focused on the new vision around PROTECT, results:
    • Change of leadership with Nico De Cauwer (Lead), Mees van der Wiel (General Manager), Jérôme Besancenot (Vice-Lead)
    • Redefined Mission and Vision
    • Focus and cooperation
    • Activity plan for 2022
PROTECT Mission

• “PROTECT supports the continuous improvement of port performance and trade facilitation by providing the expertise and support necessary to maintain and develop globally recognised message standards. PROTECT will continually reviews standards to help Ports and Port Authorities take advantage of current and future digital opportunities. Where necessary PROTECT will publish guides on how to implement standards. Our aim at all times is to support digital message standardization & integration throughout the port community & supply chain.”

PROTECT Core Objectives

• PROTECT recognized as core authority on digital message standards within the Ports & maritime industry
• Message standards developed in line with stakeholder needs
• Stakeholders motivated, confident, and able to use standards
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• Cor Koert and Nico De Cauwer have worked with UN/CEFACT on data mapping of IMO FAL in UN MMT.
• IFTDGN cross checked with UN data library. Some data elements missing, will be added.
• IFTDGN could also be used for other modalities than maritime.
• Maritime Declaration of Health added to UN MTT. PROTECT will look into the need for MDH messages.
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